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University Denies Dube
-By George Bidermann
Ernest Fred Dube. the Africana Studies lecturer
who was the center of controversy when he linked
Zionism with Nazism in a summer class in 1983. was
denied tenure by 'University President John Marburger. who issued his decision about two weeks agol
burger. who issued his decision about two weeks ago.
.Marburger's decision came after two faculty committees issued recommendations for tenure and Provost
Homer Neal and Robert Neville. dean of Humanities
and Fine Arts. had recommended against granting
tenure to Dube.
Dube charged Saturday that the administration wAs
"bowing to pressure from the groups concerned." ie
said that he had not yet decided whether to appeal the
decision. According to tenure policy. Dube can rei west
a review of the decision because both faculty committees had voted for tenure.
Marburger said that while infrequent, it is not rare'
that recommendations from the groups and administration differ. "I'm very aware of the interest that
outsiders have had in this case." he said. "Therefore, I
made every effort to assure that the decision was valid.
and was supported independent Jfrom outside
interests."
-Neal declined to comment yesterday, stating that it
was a personnel matter, and Neville was unavailable
for comment.
Professor Les Owens, who chaired the first commit_=
tee and is also director of the African Studies program.
questioned the split of recommendations between
faculty and administrators. The faculty comittee,
which compiled Dube's academic file. recommended
in March that Dube be granted tenure and promotion.
The Personnel Policy Committee, an elected committee of professors from the College of Arts and Sciences.
recommended in May that Dube be granted tenure.
but without promotion. "I'm puzzled by the apparent
difference between faculty-based committees and the

Number

Tenure

Africa Studies Professor Ernest Dube lecturing to students on the evils of apartheid during an anti-apartheid
demonstration in April,
people in the adr-miristration." Owen saild. I think that
they made a Xvery big mistake."
Dube saild he wvas first informed of the decision by a
lNewfIfmit reporter on August S. The reporter heard
from a faculty member at Stony Brook that there had
been a decision, and administration officials confirmed to the reporter that tenure had been denied.
Dube said the letter from the university, which was
intended to let him know of the decision before others
on campus were told, was sent to his old address. Dube
currently lives in Manhattan with his wife and
children.
In an article in The Village Titfocs last week l,<'be
said that Rabbi Arthur Seltzer. president of the IAong
Island chapter of the Knai Writh Anti-Defamation
League was among those who had influenced the
administration. Dube said Seltzer had brought the
administration an article with statements from Dube
linking Zionism with Nazism that Dube said were
incorrectly quoted. But Seltzer denied the allegation,
calling it "absolutely false."

Owens .said yesterday that he found it "difficult" to
think of finding a replacement for Dube. Dube's contract with the university expires on August 3I, 1986.
and Dube will be teaching this academic year and
possibly next sumnier. "To eliminate a major spokesman for the South African Congress ju.-t strikes me as
verv foolish," Owens said.
Dube. a native South African who is- 56. was imprisoned for six years in South Africa during the 1960s for
his anti-apartheid activities. The controversy surrounding his course. AFS 30(- Th7'1e olitic.s of R'ltv.
arose in August. 1983 after a student complained to a
visiting professor from Israel that Dube linked Zionism to Nazism. The controversy deepened when Nevw
York State Governor Mario Cuomo denounced Diulbe
and Marburger disassociated the university from
Dube's teachings. But University Senate comrimittee
later cleared Dube of charges that he violated his
academic freedom.
Dube saaid esterdav that P'ic P,,/fIt.s*oJ 1'/^ wvill tNe
offered again this fall.

Hal ley s Comet Eyed from Stony Brook
By Mitchell Horowitz
0
Since March, Stony Brook has been one of six higher
education institutions commissioned by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to
participate in the organization's "International, Halley's Comet Watch."
According to Earth and Space Science (ESS) Professor Roger F. Knacke, who heads the three-person
team gathering Halley's data here, the university's
observers will undertake further study of the comet
recorded by astronomers for 2000 years, again next
April and May. The team is studying the infra-red
portion of Halley's color spectrum and compiling their
information with that of the five other centers participating in the watch. All the information recorded.
according to Knacke. will be stored in NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena. California.
Although the university is attributed with the study
the team. made up of Knacke, graduate student Brian
McGuinness. and ESS Secretary Mildred O'Dowdd
will be doing virtually no on-campus observation of the
comet. "We made our own observations last March at
the Mauna Kea observatory in Hawaii.' Knacke said.
The future observations coming April and May might
occur at a telescopic spot in Chile. Knacke mentioned.
Knacke said the reason the on-campus observation
cite atop the ESS building would be insufficient is
because this time around the comet will be in too close a
proximity to the sun to be easily visible. "The comet
moved behind the sun for awhile in June and July,
Knacke said. "For the kind of observation we are doing
we really do require outstandingly clear skies and very
large telescoped."
Stony Brook acheived the position in the Halley

,.atch by presenting a bid to NASA for the right to
observe the comet's infra red spectrum rays. "About
two to three times as many [institutionsl applied for
the positions as were accepted. I infer. NASA was
looking for a degree of expertise... part of the choice
was just based on experience. We do a good deal of
infra-red astronomy at Stony Brook." Knacke said.
The five other institutions participating in the
NASA project are:
A The University of Maryland, studying photometrv. the absolute intensity of the comet:
* The University of Arizona. studying the Nucleus
of the comet and its innards;
* The Godard Space Flight Center. in Green Belt
Marvland, examining the larger areas of the
comet, such as the plasma of the tail:
* The University of Massachusetts, looking at the
radio waves the comet emits and
* The State University of Arizone. concentrating
on the spectrosepy, the visible region of the
comet.
According to Knacke, a new area of studv has
recently been added to the watch. Canada and the
Soviet Union have undertaken studying the relationship of the comet with meteorites spotted in earth's
part of the solar system. Several scientists believe that
since earth passes throught Halley's orbit once every 2
years. the comet may account for some ot the meteorites found near our planet.
As for the Stony Brook team's March observations.
Knacke said, "I think they went well. We learned a few
things... We have been able to see its [infra-red or heatI
spectrum of colors. It doesn't appear unusual in its
(C'ontinued on page 3)

Astronomer Roger F Knacke is leading a team at Stony
Brook currently studying Halley s Comet for the Nationas
Aeronautics and Space Administration The MOMn s'
observing the infra-red light waves of the comet
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Stony Brook One of Six
Universities Watching
Halley's Comet
/.
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color. which means it is probably not unusual in its
composition. It's typical of other comets, the composition is fairly typical ... However. whatever we were
looking at, it was not all primarily icy [ice, being the
major make-up of comets]. Some of the material is
identified, it is much darker than ice ... no one really
Knows what it is, probably some dark rock or dark tar."
Knacke sees the study of comets as being particularly "important forone major reason. They are primative objects, about 41' billion years old, which have not
changed very much and conditions have never allowed
a close-up view. We know less about them than we do
I many of our planets." NASA may soon be granted the
~~~~~~~~~
-gjs-9.-s")
l t
;.$
I.. ~
I close view that has eluded astronomers: Knacke mentiin btatesman s two previous summer issues
oned that "several space crafts will soon get close
students
many
from
heard
were
conmplaJints
[photographs I."
which included unsanitary dormntory conditions
and maintanence care. Garv Matthews, the directot
hnavkit said that he did not foresee any problems
of Stony Brook's Physical Plant says the buildings' wi . the future of the comet observation. other than -it
are being given adequate care. But students say the
will be somewhat difficult for us to observe the comet
scene in this nhotp. which was taken at Wagner
Cols" is a common one.
on the opposite side of the sun from us when it is at its

_

-

brightest-The view is not nearly as good this time as it
was in 1910 (the comet's last entrance into the inner
solar system). This is the poorest view in 2.000 years ...
a little bit of bad luck for us."
According to Knacke. the comet became what is
classified as "active" (emitting gases) soon after it
entered our inner-solar system in Februarv. The
comet should become visible bv the "'naked eye"
between November and Januarv. Knack said. It wig
be at its closest point to the earth in April. when 39
million miles away. Knacke explained that the comet
should stav within our solar system until next spring.
The comet was named after 'English - cientist
Edmund Halley. who in 1682 predicted iLs 716-year
cycle in returning to earth's solar svstem.
Knacke explained that the comet. which consists of
.ice, gas and dust. has been seen from earth 29 times.
**It s losing one percent of its mass every time it comes
in, the lifetime of a comet might be 100 times." Knacke
sai'd. That leaves us 70 visits of HIallev's after this one,
giving it a life of 5320 more years.

Swtony Brook to A id Peru 9s Health Moves

;

administrators. pub)lic health facilities and a comprerelation to the country's heaith needs.
hensive analysis of the many complicated factors that
There are .51persons working on the project's payIatin
two
professionals,
must be addressed to make such a svstem work.'24
Peruvian
including
roll.
New v n'.firft
r.M'
frit
from
one
and
Argentina
from
(one
experts
American
a
$1.3
by
backed
.Schiwk and Peruvian officials are hopeful their
Five professors from Stony Brook.
cooperative analysis of Peru's health sector will promillion federal grant from the U.S. Agency for Inter- Columbia). seven U.S. university professors (including
national Development (USAID), are trying to help the five from Stony Brook) and seven graduate and vide answers and directions to hel) acom)mplish tht
Peru acheive its national goal of "Health for All By the undergraduate Stony Brook students.
nation's health care goal.
USAID and other donor agencies, including the
Ecomnomics graduate students, at .Stony lirixk. %vosrk
Year. 2000."
and World Bank. have
ing with Zsc-hok and Uway in the first six month o f
The professors are hoping to accomplishe this with a Republic of West Germany
$100 mrni'!ion to Peru's health
the projects. were Ethel Carillo. Victor (;uerra ant\
comprehensive analysis of that economically trouble contributed more than
services during the past five years but there has been
Alfiins() Gavilano. all Peruvians. and Dtfug Zona f
%^
,~.South American nation's health care sector.
analysis of the needs and problems
.Jericho. N.A. Undergraduates were (lrike Zil'z o)f
"This is a major thrust by Stony Brook into the inter- no comprehensive
health services delivery system. Dr. Zschock
Germanv and Shekar Setty of India. Joinilg Ihe tevai
national arena," said Dr. Egon Neuberger, dean of the of a
explained.
this summenr are grad students Chandra S~hrestha of
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences. "It represelections in 1979. Fernando Belaunde
Democratic
In
Nepal and (Gal)riella Mundaca of l eri. |»lus \Nttl(hi
imporis
It
research.
ents a breakthrough in sponsored
was chosen president. At that time. Peru
Hanle'v of the Dh)minican Reptublic. a summer miet-i
tant both because of the size of the grant and the Terry
goal. Prior to that. from Harriman C(olege.
sector
health
current
the
adopted
likely
are
significant research and po'icy results that
there had been 12 years of military dictatorship.
to come out of the project."
Democratic rule has survived since then. despite
The grant, one of the larges' of its kind to come from
economic setbacks. Peruvians. in carefully
severe
USAID, exceeds the total of ailof Stony Brook's grant
democratic elections in April, elected A
monitored
revenue for social sciences in 1984.
Clarcia as their president. He took office July
Department
Brook's
Stony
of
Dr. Dieter K. Zschock
Under his leadership. progress toward the goal
of Economics, who has spent much of the past 20 years
-Iealth for All By the Year 2000" is being given h
counAmerican
.working on economic projects in Latin
priority.
tries, wrote the grant proposal and is director of the
h
Although the Relaunde administration
1'4-year project, which ends in May 1986.
course that included est
new
a
on
1980
in
embarked
The grant is a cooperative agreement between the li~shinir a nationwide health care deliverv svstem. it
Research Foundation of the State University of New
into devastating economic and environmental probYork and USAID/Peru. Under this agreement. Stony
over which it had little or no control.
lems
tole
as
Pt5s Cap rotor vaveadputrrnt. tued hWer
Ps
mmcoe
Brook has organized the study, together with Pan
chaWgeo &twe
Here's how Zschock outlines those problems:
InternaHO).
(PA
American Health Organization
;los
of fishers canning and nitrate fertilizer
*
tional Resources Group Ltd. of Stony Brook and two >
exports due to a change in El Nino Current:
('ayePeruvian universities - Universidad Peruana
Wockudes pails rotors cut lt rwecessay» c heckandadjustrear OWases
ea change in historic weather patterns. bringing
tano Herdia and ESAN. a graduate management
coast
northern
desert-like
normally
the
floods to
school.
and drought and crop destruction of health care
Inches disc pessurepatte beaing adqist ciuc
and drought and crop destruction to the agri'We will not tell Peruvian health sector authorities5
cultural area in the south:
what they should be doing," said Dr. Zschock. "We w ill 1
* a disastrous earthquake in 198:3. resulting in
help them analyze the state of their health services. We e
1 2 month 1 2 000 r
ATK remmXiaCthe3 Honft enws
1
hundreds of deaths. $1 billion in property damtell
to
presume
not
will
but
options,
some
provide
will
-age. major road blockages and destruction of
them what options to take. Those decisions involve et
guarantee
health care facilities in northern Peru:
values and political decisions the Peruvians mus
$
* and the crash of the world copper market.
determine for themselves."
export.
1
No.
Copper was the nation's
The other Stony Brook professors in the program arte
These setbacks sharply reduced foreign exchange
o
wh<
economics,
of
professor
assistant
Locay,
Dr. Luis
r earnings, which had been high tinder military dictaworks closely with Dr. Zschock as senior investigatorr torship. to a new low in the 19SOs for the democratic
in Peru; Dr. Edmund J. McTernan. dean of Stonw
o regime. This resulted in a need for heavy borrowing
Brook's School of Allied Health Professions. whes. and a debt service exceeding 50 percent of Peru's
advises on the human resources analysis: and DrsL- annual exports
Warren Sanderscn and Paul Gertler of the Depart
s
ment of Economics, who analyze the data collected iin
fed
"Dave
said.
Zschock
Dr.
problems."
these
of
'All
d
Peru's nationwide household survey of nutrition ani
_
_
inflation and growing unem ployment. making it virtuhealth conditions.
health
its
fund
to
government
the
for
impossible
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iThe project examines Peru's current physical, inst
care system adequatel so to acheive its goal of health
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Statesman, Polity and the University
We disconnected the AP machine recently. We
pulled the plug out, wrapped the cord up, and
enclosed the machine behind a table and a chair.
We don't plan on reconnecting it this fall.
The AP machine has long been a staple at Statesman. Since it was purchased in the early
1970s, each production night has been punctuated with the clickety-clack of the machine's keys,
typing out stories coming in from all over the
world. The machine was Statesman's lifeline with
the outer world. It was always useful, and at times
it was priceless Its three short rings, which signaled an important story, rang out with the news of
the invasion of Grenada, with the news of the
slaughter of U.S Marines in Lebanon, with the
news of Indira Ghandi's assasination.
But Statesman, troubled by pressing financial
problems, is cutting back, and the AP machine
represents $90 a week we can no longer afford to
pay It was the first thing to go wIien this year s
Executive Board members started trying to figure
out a way to come up from a long swim
underwater

they've been proven wrong

Statesman and University Funding
For each of the last two years, Statesman has
subsisted 100 percent on its advertising revenue
There is not one student, faculty member or
administrator on campus who pays for Statesman
Statesman produces 10,000 copies, three times a
week in exchange for its building space in the
Stony Brook Union
We have requested that the university help us
find additional funding Yet we ve been told that
money is short, and that's understandable But we
can not afford to go any further into the hole

Statesman's Future

financially.

Paul A Atkins 1982 survey of 80 college newsWe continue to produce the newspaper with
papers in the United States showed that about 15 antiquated, broken-down equipment. Each propercent of their funding came from administration duction night is a challenge, a question of which
funding and other fees Statesman has been asked piece of equipment will malfunction or break

For each of the last two
years, Statesman has subsisted 100 percent on its
advertising revenue.
There is not one student,,
faculty member or administrator on campus who
pays for Statesman.

Statesman and Polity

Polity has been helpful in aiding Statesman this
summer An agreement has been reached whereby Polity will take car< of Statesman's outstanding
debts, using the money Polity would normally allocate for advertising as a lump sum to pay oft some
of our creditors It s a major undertaking - States
Bran currently owes about $80,000 in past debts.
to survive with zero percent and the proof is in the
and the figure could lump highier
But where (id this great debt come from) Surely f ,gu res
We are determined to restore our financial cred
it did not materialize out of nowhere In the 1982
83 academic year. Statesmart and Polity were ibility We have cut and finagled our operating
involved In a dispuie that started when it was costs to the bone But if \ee continue to lose money.
did not have the it will not be dLt to the mismanagenernt of studiscovered that Strtesmnrr)
required signature card for checks on file with dents who are running the business. but because
Polity When it was all over Stdtesmrani s budget we simply can not p)ut out C [)ap)er of our size and
had been frozen, Stitesnlar? had retaliated with a quality, three days a week, without additional
lawsuit against Polity, andStatesmat? had severed funding
We are announcing now that as of September 3.
its remaining financial ties to Polity In return Pol
Ity wrheld approximately S25.000 of f unding that we will be dropping circulation from all academic
was due Statesfran as part of an agreement for the budldinngs except the Student Union, Library, and
Lecture Center

purchase of subscriptions

In the

interest of increasing

Statesman s editors, in a proud display of vanity revenue by building our off campus advertising
stated they could achieve financial independence and readership, we will be redirecting a portion of
and still keep the paper afloat Three years later. these copies of the newspaper to additional vend

Summer 1985
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George Bidermann
Editur in Chiet
Mitchell Morowitz
Wlanfjg .ig Editor

fall

t It (

Difrectors
Jof! L#,owtr
TAM Lavher
Waltet F.shor

News Director
Editorial Page Director
Alternatives Director
Sports Dloec'or
Photo Director
Associate Business Manager

with few exceptions This past year, we cancelled
one issue in the fall because of exams, and two
issues this spring when the money ran out, and
our printer wouldn't print us.
We question why the Stony Brook Press, which
comes out only once a week, gets $20,000 a year
from Polity, while logically, Statesman should get
three times that (about $60,000). In fact, Statesmran got about $60,000 from Polity in the years
between 1977 and 1982 As far back as 1971.
Statesman,was receiving a minimum of $30,000
In Polity funding
But as Statesmani has grown, so have its
expenses We are a large corporation, but a dependable one We are a reputable publication. Our
quanity of writing has been recognized through
awards by such Journalistic institutions as Columbia University, the Associated Press andNewsday'
Many of our student reporters freelance for other
publications, from the Port Jefferson Record, to
The Village Times, to The New York Times. We can
only continue to improve But when financial fig
ures come in this year, If Statesman falls again into
debt, it will not be attributable to student mismanagement It will be simply because a publication of
our size requires more funding if it is to continue
distributing free to its students.

This is the lail sntmmer ixssuit Of Statesman. On
tftle*sman returnw for
Sept. . ,
T1 e s if a ! ,

Ray Rhodes
Business Mainagef

Scott Mullen
Deputl Managing LuJI tir

down. Our staff members have pulled some amazing feats and ideas out of their hats, in the interest
of getting the paper to our readers.
We've come out regularly, three times a week,

Publieation Notice

-

-

ors in the Three Village Area. We are also going
back to an old policy which made copies of the
newspaper available in every dormitory office for
the resident students. We hope to install distribution boxes at both North and South P-lots.
Within the next two weeks, we will be sending
letters to all academic and administrative departments informing them of our change in circulation
and offering subscription prices on a departmental
basis. We hope the individual departments will be
receptive to this idea, which will insure that the
department gets its copies of Statesman on time,
right to their door.
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Jeff Eisenhart, acki" Ficwe

A Clarification From
Marburger

regarding an incident unconnected
with his employment at Stony
BUSINESS
Brook I understand that he has
j
d C'
-e
=S
Es-cutiv Director
denied the charges I am very
Advriong Artrit
,
- eyn Pe" To The Editor
-Alan Goftmi
Production Ma-nag*r
Some remarks I made in a tele- aware of Professor Marx s profesOffece Manaert
Cksv buTler phone conversation wth Jeff
Lei sional accomplishments, and they
bowitz were used in your August 7 are exceptional The seriousness of
St~f9s/Vf~n *I "Of f0f-Awfr t COMPt,001 Wrth QffyC9S fCtcated to thh bas
article about the arrest of Professor the charges requires that the matPO IoO
n enoSh Story ,000* Sfiudirfn Union Oufr #WWM/iNSfresz
Marx in a way that does not accu- ter be resolved in the courts
A f S ronO@tooa NV I 7 -C: ftof nfoo^^yf,
f, of tl,>M
f 3
^ffdrtl iso
fcf
ratelv represent my feelings in this
Roy Rh^ode
. 'ss
VUnj
f or ja
-s Mo*tr) iffecurvet
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weekoJv, I &r<46 J693 'Of f
fwn or c06t1#f60d dvrrtf
i. an ?B4b matter
Meanwhile. the official position
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of the charges until proof of guilt is
brought forward. That principle is
the basis of the American system of
Justice and is the only just one for
us to follow as well.
Beyond that, there is nothing
further that I can say, either personally or on behalf of the University. that can help to resolve the
problem posed by the claim and the
denial.
John H. MJig9r0
-Piedet

-Viewpoints-----------Ia

Nationalism by Some Other Kind of Name
What Constitutes Someone's 'CommunitI

*a

9

,=I

By Mitchel Cohen
There are so few answers that when one comes along
we reach for it, clutch it, stroke it, make love to-ot, apologize for it so we can continue to bathe in its waters.
Maybe this is why people define themselves in terms of
flo
orver
I
I w
ivviz, :bume nation, race, religion. For tc
ask at what point one's "right- to a homeland is precluded by centuries of "others" living at that locale -to
even begin to question in such a way - wakes up the
dead spirits and a guillotine of defense-mechanisms
slices out the tongue before it could ask.
After 500 years, are the Indians, however cruelly brutalized and almost wiped out, still entitled to this land,
and all others must leave, for certainly white people are
living upon stolen land? Are the Jews. following this
same logic, after 3,000 yers entitled to return to Palestine, making their homeland, ruling it, Palestinians be
damned? At what point does the power of time take
away the reins of history and deem sufficient decades,
hours, moments have passed to award (or to forfeit) a
claimed land at one time or another was conquered, and
every peoples' land was stolen from somebody else
Lenin mentioned that all revolutions are over land,
and the control thereof. So much is linked with the
working of one's land, one's nation, that the underlying
questions go. unasked: Is there such a thing as a nation,
a "people", or is that simply a convenient ideological
hatrack to hang the edifice of capitalism upon? If people
"believe" themselves to be a nation, if the "feel' part of
a particular larger entity, does that make them one, and
does that attachment in extenuo ( both geographically,
and over the years) give them certain rights and privi-

leges others don't have within that space?
A recent slogan has cropped up as a sort of motto
among various progressive groups '"Think globally/act
locally". Having been adopted by Stephen's sexist farm
in Tennessee, as well as Save The Whales and other
enterprises, the slogan is too general to mean very much
or to address the contradictions hidden within its compact and attractive appeal. For it doesn't answer what it
means by "locally", or what constitutes a "community".
As capitalism expands throughout the world, objectively
eliminating different cultures while branding its own
commodity-production and market-economies everywhere, subjectively we long more and more for the
connections taken from us, and we re-name all sorts of
space '-our community", the better to eat you with, my
dear
I have yet to hear a good or persuasive argument
setting out criteria for determining one s community,
and what constitutes "local" work For some, travelling
from the Student Union to the Stage XII dorms at SUNY
Stony Brook seems to be a venture beyond their domain,
for others, travelling from Stony Brook to New York City
for meetings or small actions is apparently moving
beyond the realm of their daily work and activities, in
spite of their ownership of cars - while for others,
hitching back and forth, or taking the train, or acquiring
rides is simply all in a day's work These limits are
subjective, self-imposed, with no real social basis To
limit one's community - how much, one square yard
around you, one square mile, 10 miles? -and to say,
"Here is my area of work," "here is my nation," is to fall
Victim to the fragmentation of us all in this society and to
become incapable of changing it. Our commonality with

all others living under capitalism around the world
includes our atomization - a shared experience! We are
a community because we are rendered fragmented
beings in the same particular ways; but precisely
because of that, we can't experience the commonality of
our experience!
For me, Nicaragua is just as much my comrmnunity as
Stony Brook, or Brooklyn, just as much as much as Israel
is for the Zionists, and as Palestine is for the Palestinians. Unlike the need many U.S. leftists feel (including
some folks in Red Balloon) to narrowly define their
'community' and consequently their locus of activity,
my concern is to expand the definition of what we all
come to think of as "our community", not to narrow it to
the pebbles at our feet. Regardless of how narrowly
some may define the "greater whole", the reality is that,
as Marx so aptly put it, "workers of the world have no
fatherland. "
Internationalism does not simply mean "thinking"
from time to time about people elsewhere in theworld It
means incorporating the world into your being, and
making yourself a citizen not of one particular (and temporary) state, but of the world, caring for all more than
yourself, as part of yourself, and willing to put yourself
on the line out of love for the human community that
exists in your heart. That is the only experience -lovethat rises above the fragmentation and keeps us human
-August 6th 1985
The 40th Anniversary of the U.S. atomic bombing of
Hiroshima
(Mitchel Cohen

is a member of the Red Balloon
Collective )
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Academic Judiciary
Committee on Academic Standing
Admissions
L
*
Attrition Task Force
Curriculum
Educational and Teaching Policy
Executive Committee
Nomination Committee for Chancellors Award
Parking Policy
Personnel Policy
Public Safety Advisory Board
Residence Life Advisory Board
Student Business Committee
'Traffic Appeals Board
Academic Services
Administrative Review
Campus Environment
Resource Allocation and Academic Planning
Student Life
Enrollment Management Committee
House Planning Management Committee
Stony Brook Union Advisory Committee
Stony Brook Union Advisory Council
Student Development Committee
Rules Revisions Development Committee
University Senate
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By Warren Scott Friedman
Although the Stony Brook Theatre Festival gave first-rate
productions this summer, the mediocrity of the material
resulted in an overall drab summer season. With the
exception of an exquisitely performed rendition of
Edward Alhee s Who s Afraid of Virginia Woolf the season
ranged from and almost intolerably bland Tintypes to the
,schizoid slap-dash comedy Beyond Therapy, one of Chrisltopher Durang s more friitless efforts.
The season opened with Tintypes, conceived by Mary
Kvte with expel Marvin and Gary Pearle and staged by Mark
Madama. The production ran from July 2nd through July
14th. Tintypes is a well-crafted, cleverly orchestrated little
musical which celebrates the spirit of America at the turn
of the century. Perhaps this was not a very exciting period
of history in the United States.
The evening proceeded along pleasantly, vet never truly
reached a level of excitement or for that matter. inspiratioin. Overall, this was a rather innocuous patchquilt of a
show. The performances were a saving grace, however.
Comprising the appealing cast was Michelan Sisti,
Michael McC orrmick, Sally Ann Swarm, Marv Yarbrough
and Karen Needle. Traditional standards such as Yankee
Doodle Boy" and "Bill Bailey" held up in fine, spirited
form. Even more entertaining were the songs, which for
some curious reason have been forgotten with the passage
of time. "Electricity," "in My Merry Oldsmobile," and
"Nobody" are newfound gems (to me, at least).
Some clever bits of comedy, done in pantomime on the
order of some silent-movie routines were stylishlv
assembled and performed. Though there was good cheer
and enthusiasm portraved on stage. Tintvpes dragged on a
bit too much. There were just too many gaps in the evening. Too much of Tintypes was either mediocre, bland or
otherwise just too nondescript to really spark any firm.
A change of pace marked Edward Albee's Who s Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? The production, directed by Terry
-*"Schreiber, ran from July 16th through July 28th. In three

emotionally explosive acts, the audience was treated to a
superbly orchestrated evening, which led to a shattering
climax in Act Three. The four principal plavers were perfect. Meg Myles and Alan 'ixon, as 1Martha and George,
projected vindictiveness and mnunderlying vulnerability
which made them all the more real. Sally Dunn and Jake
Turner, as Honev and Nickl were appropriatelv pathetic as
the two outsiders who unwillingly become entangled in
the bizarre ritual torment cartied out bv Martha and
Gecorge.
The play itself strikes one as sadistic, bizarre, and etmotionally disturbing. Its impact is tremendous. For those
unfamiliar with the play, it is basically about the destnrction and ultimate salvation of two people and their hinding marriage. The play is a classic and this particular
Vroduction was what great theatre is all about.
What great theatre is not albut was ptersonified! in Chris
topher Durang .e
vcondf Th7trapv, which ran fr)m Jul V
30th through August 4th. Durang, most notably ot Siste'r
Maran, lnatius fame, has mistakenly assetmblvd a comic
strip here with all the consistencv of the Bugs Bunny-KR(ad
Runner Cartoon Hiour. The character-s, instead of t'i!lng
develope d, arc instead super-ficially sketched out and
exist as mernbcaricatures. The pace is frenzied and frantiC.
There is some inspired Ilinacy here but it is all too) hOuioplesslv meddled in a barrage of wearisome slal)slick.
The play pokes fun at psychoanalysis, sexual confusion
and the' search for identity. The1 plot rittrsmn two pef)ple,
Bruce and Prudence, who meet throuigh a personal ad.
Bruce is hisexual andi lives with his lover, Boh. Prudence is
seeking the perfect relationship and has been hain- an
affair with her analyst, Stuart, whose biggest l oncv rnl in
lifet is the prohlem of prematkun* eactilation. Brtice s analvst, Charlotte, talks through a Snoopy doll and has romuhWe distinguishing Bruce from her other clients. Boh.
Bruce' s lver, threatens to kill himself when Bruce*
becomes involved with Prudence.
Aside* frmi the madc'ap hvste!ria there are somre seriouus

A

commentaries Durang is trying to make. Unfortunatelv,
one is not likelv to reallv take notice. Everyone is so truly
scatterbrained and off-the-wall that it is impossible to
identifN, empathize, or even ewcome actively involved in
what is going on. The characters am not real. nor do they
reallv function as characters. Thev are*cartoon figures.
The evening is thin. one--dimensional and devoid of
substance The actors ultimatelv fall flat on their faces
treading a thin tightrope of tedious one-liners. I Thimatelv.
the play turns tip empty-handed and destined for NoMan s Land. It just doesn t go anywhere. Some scenes are
daffv and broadly amusing. Others are tedious and irksomie. Bevond Therapv is a compilation of xloselv strung
skits which have no purpose, no center and no
consistency.
The talented cast, inAluding Rick Casorla, Kathv Danzer,
Stephen k1c Naughton, Jillian Linclig and John Van Fundt
tried their best to expand their roles beyond the imposed
comic strip lx)rderli nes only partly succeedled,. By the end
of the evening they looked and acted frazzled and
deterred. Director Robert Alpawurh could only be asked to
keep the play moxing at a fast, brtezy pact* which he did
adequately. Still. Alpaugh couldn t cov:er over the many
holes which persisted.
Although the final figures ar* not yet in, the* Summer
Theatre Season has not been a success financiallv this
suinmmer Helen Traina. Assistant to the Chairman of the
Theatre Arts department. said subswriptions -were down
16(r;, from last stummer. Traina said the Administration is
'plawning to pick Lip the dtficit.
W illiamJ I Bruehl, chairman of the Theatre Arts department, attriibuted the lack of sales to marketing and managmet'i problems, stating that more money and more
sitaf is needed to promote the stimmer se~ason and reach
the
mommunitv. The Fall Season wll commence if)
October vvith a student prditictimn o
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New Racewalk ChampionOnThe Hoizon
Invitational. when he walked 10.000 meters in 46.21.
Fisher also competed at the Empire State games in
Buffalo. where he finished 3rd in the 20.000m race
with a time of 1:38.31. "an excellent time for someone
just starting." Westerfield added.
With the schox)l sear soon to start, Fisher d1ans to
run on the Cross Country team, depending how.% tired
he is. Westerfield, also)the Cross Countrv coach. .nost
cut Fisher from the team last vear. But now Wcbterfield is very confident about Fisher and the sear to
come. With more training and experience, the racewalker should make his name known throughout the
country by the time he's a senior.

Vancouver on Julb 27th. Fisher placed 3rd in
Washington an(*was iisqualified at Vancouver for his
technique as he cross, d the finish line. fln racewalking one foot must always have contact with the
ground I.
Fisher started racew alking with "a little bitofexperience from Walt Whitman ifigh School."commented
Westerfield. "But through lots of hard work. his best
time for this year for 10 kilomneters was; 7 min. 15 -- c.
Last vear 7.15 was his best time for 16Om."
Fisher was inspired by his; team mate. fellow racewalker Tom Edwards. a world class racewalker.
Fisher's best time ever was at the 19S5 Stony, Brook

By Usa Miceli

Th(e Men's Track and Field coach thinks he's found a
potential champion in sophomore racewalker Curtis
Fisher. "Ile's the most improved runner." said coach
Garv Westerfield. and it shows in the runner's
accomplishment.
Fisher qualified for the Junior National Championships. vponsored by The Athletic Congress (TAC) in
Fqinston. Illinois on June 21st. Bs finishing 1st in the
1(X).) mete r racemw-alk. Fisher qualified for an International meet vs. Canada. Mexico and Japan. For this
ev€ent. there wenr a total of two mn*ts. one at the University of Washington on July 21st and the other at

-

Patnrots In The News
Former Hea(I Football Coach Fred Kemp.
was recently hiredi by Ramapo College for the
upcoming foo)tball season. Kenim) compiled a
-4-30-2 recor(d at Stony Brook before beinrg
released in 1984. Kemp will be coaching the
linebackers for the Roa(i Runners-. who are the
Patriots first opp)nent of the 19S5 season.
Kemp took the Patriots to the National Club
Football Association playoffs three timets. and
wvas also the head coach when Stonv Broo)k
re-c: o rded itts first Div ision 111 victor vs. RP1 in
19S3.

I*

The search is on for a Women's Soccer
coach. The University is now in the process of
finding a coach for the 1985 season. No word
has been given as to whether or not Terry
Febrev is one of those candidates. Febrev
coached the team last s-eason. The new coach
'ill be named besfore the beginnning of the
;
semester.
The IUniversity has also hired a new
Women's Tenni s coach to reptlce Rich
L'Hommedieu. The Athletic Department has
vet to release the name of the new coach, but
(ld say the i)msition has been filledi.

Above, Ex Head Coach Fred Kemp: A friend becomes a
foe Below. Tern McNulty: Slugging her way to the top.

Patriot softball plaver Teri McNult.y of
Brentwo xd rankeI fifth in the nation arlniig
Division 1II hitlers this pastseason. McNultv
batte ( .4A8, thirty-two p)oints better than he r
team leadling .43f; for 19S4. She al1s amas-sed(
seven triples in ' > . which rankefl her seventh
among Division III plavers. McNulty, a May.
I S8.5 gradluate. will be sorely missed( in 1l Sf;.
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